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Abstract
The concept of statistical summability (C, 1) has recently been introduced by Móricz
[Jour. Math. Anal. Appl. 275, 277-287 (2002)]. In this paper, we use this notion of
summability to prove the Korovkin type approximation theorem by using the test
functions 1, e–x , e–2x . We also give here the rate of statistical summability (C, 1) and
apply the classical Baskakov operator to construct an example in support of our main
result.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries
In , Fast [] presented the following deﬁnition of statistical convergence for sequences
of real numbers. Let K ⊆N, the set of all natural numbers and Kn = {k ≤ n : k ∈ K}. Then
the natural density of K is deﬁned by δ(K) = limn n–|Kn| if the limit exists, where the
vertical bars indicate the number of elements in the enclosed set. The sequence x = (xk) is
said to be statistically convergent to L if for every  > , the set K := {k ∈N : |xk – L| ≥ }





∣∣{j ≤ n : |xj – L| ≥ }∣∣ = .
In this case, we write L = st-limx. Note that every convergent sequence is statistically con-
vergent but not conversely. Deﬁne the sequence w = (wn) by
wn =
{
 if n = k,k ∈N,
 otherwise.
(.)
Then x is statistically convergent to  but not convergent.
Recently, Móricz [] has deﬁned the concept of statistical summability (C, ) as follows:
For a sequence x = (xk), let us write tn = n+
∑n
k= xk . We say that a sequence x = (xk) is
statistically summable (C, ) if st-limn→∞ tn = L. In this case, we write L = C(st)-limx.
© 2012 Mohiuddine et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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In the following example, we exhibit that a sequence is statistically summable (C, ) but




 if k =m –m,m –m + , . . . ,m – ,













n+ if n =m –m + s; s = , , , . . . ,m – ;m = , , . . . ,
 otherwise.
(.)
It is easy to see that limn→∞ tn =  and hence st-limn→∞ tn = , i.e., a sequence x =
(xk) is statistically summable (C, ) to . On the other hand st-lim infk→∞ xk =  and
st-lim supk→∞ xk = , since the sequence (m)∞m= is statistically convergent to . Hence
x = (xk) is not statistically convergent.
Let C[a,b] be the space of all functions f continuous on [a,b]. We know that C[a,b] is a
Banach space with norm
‖f ‖∞ := sup
x∈[a,b]
∣∣f (x)∣∣, f ∈ C[a,b].
The classical Korovkin approximation theorem is stated as follows []:
Let (Tn) be a sequence of positive linear operators from C[a,b] into C[a,b]. Then
limn ‖Tn(f ,x) – f (x)‖∞ = , for all f ∈ C[a,b] if and only if limn ‖Tn(fi,x) – fi(x)‖∞ = ,
for i = , , , where f(x) = , f(x) = x and f(x) = x.
Recently, Mohiuddine [] has obtained an application of almost convergence for single
sequences in Korovkin-type approximation theorem and proved some related results. For
the function of two variables, such type of approximation theorems are proved in [] by us-
ing almost convergence of double sequences. Quite recently, in [] and [] the Korovkin
type theorem is proved for statistical λ-convergence and statistical lacunary summability,
respectively. For some recentwork on this topic, we refer to [, , , , , ]. Boyanov and
Veselinov [] have proved the Korovkin theorem on C[,∞) by using the test functions
, e–x, e–x. In this paper, we generalize the result of Boyanov and Veselinov by using the
notion of statistical summability (C, ) and the same test functions , e–x, e–x.We also give
an example to justify that our result is stronger than that of Boyanov and Veselinov [].
2 Main result
Let C(I) be the Banach space with the uniform norm ‖ · ‖∞ of all real-valued two dimen-
sional continuous functions on I = [,∞); provided that limx→∞ f (x) is ﬁnite. Suppose that
Ln : C(I)→ C(I). We write Ln(f ;x) for Ln(f (s);x); and we say that L is a positive operator if
L(f ;x)≥  for all f (x)≥ .
The following statistical version of Boyanov and Veselinov’s result can be found in [].
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Theorem A Let (Tk) be a sequence of positive linear operators from C(I) into C(I). Then
for all f ∈ C(I)
st- lim
k→∞
∥∥Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ = 
if and only if
st- lim
k→∞
∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞ = ,
st- lim
k→∞
∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞ = ,
st- lim
k→∞
∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞ = .
Now we prove the following result by using the notion of statistical summability (C, ).
Theorem . Let (Tk) be a sequence of positive linear operators from C(I) into C(I). Then
for all f ∈ C(I)
C(st)- limk→∞
∥∥Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ =  (.)
if and only if
C(st)- limk→∞
∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞ = , (.)
C(st)- limk→∞
∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞ = , (.)
C(st)- limk→∞
∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞ = . (.)
Proof Since each of , e–x, e–x belongs to C(I), conditions (.)-(.) follow immediately
from (.). Let f ∈ C(I). Then there exists a constantM >  such that |f (x)| ≤M for x ∈ I .
Therefore,
∣∣f (s) – f (x)∣∣≤ M, –∞ < s,x <∞. (.)
It is easy to prove that for a given ε >  there is a δ >  such that
∣∣f (s) – f (x)∣∣ < ε, (.)
whenever |e–s – e–x| < δ for all x ∈ I .
Using (.), (.), and putting ψ =ψ(s,x) = (e–s – e–x), we get
∣∣f (s) – f (x)∣∣ < ε + M
δ
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Tk(f ;x) – f (x) = Tk(f ;x) – f (x)Tk(;x) + f (x)Tk(;x) – f (x)





It follows from (.) and (.) that
Tk(f ;x) – f (x) < εTk(;x) +
M
δ












































Using (.), we obtain
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since |e–x| ≤  for all x ∈ I . Now taking supx∈I , we get
∥∥Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ ≤ ε +K(∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞ + ∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞
+
∥∥Tk(e–s;x) – e–x∥∥∞), (.)






Now replacing Tk(·,x) by m+
∑m
k=Tk(·,x) and then by Bm(·,x) in (.) on both sides.
For a given r >  choose ε′ >  such that ε′ < r . Deﬁne the following sets
D =
{
m≤ n : ∥∥Bm(f ,x) – f (x)∥∥∞ ≥ r},
D =
{










m≤ n : ∥∥Bm(t,x) – e–x∥∥∞ ≥ r – ε′K
}
.
Then D⊂D ∪D ∪D, and so δ(D)≤ δ(D) + δ(D) + δ(D). Therefore, using conditions
(.)-(.), we get
C(st)-limn
∥∥Tn(f ,x) – f (x)∥∥∞ = .
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3 Rate of statistical summability (C, 1)
In this section, we study the rate of weighted statistical convergence of a sequence of pos-
itive linear operators deﬁned from C(I) into C(I).
Deﬁnition . Let (an) be a positive nonincreasing sequence. We say that the sequence






∣∣{m≤ n : |tm – L| ≥ ε}∣∣ = .
In this case, we write xk – L = C(st) – o(an).
Now, we recall the notion of modulus of continuity. The modulus of continuity of f ∈
C(I), denoted by ω(f , δ) is deﬁned by
ω(f , δ) = sup
|x–y|<δ
∣∣f (x) – f (y)∣∣.
It is well known that





Then we have the following result.
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Theorem . Let (Tk) be a sequence of positive linear operators from C(I) into C(I). Sup-
pose that
(i) ‖Tk(;x) – ‖∞ = C(st) – o(an),
(ii) ω(f ,λk) = C(st) – o(bn), where λk =
√
Tk(ϕx;x) and ϕx(y) = (e–y – e–x).
Then for all f ∈ C(I), we have
∥∥Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ = C(st) – o(cn),
where cn =max{an,bn}.
Proof Let f ∈ C(I) and x ∈ I . From (.) and (.), we can write
∣∣Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∣∣ ≤ Tk(∣∣f (y) – f (x)∣∣;x) + ∣∣f (x)∣∣∣∣Tk(;x) – ∣∣
≤ Tk




ω(f , δ) +















ω(f , δ) +
∣∣f (x)∣∣∣∣Tk(;x) – ∣∣




Put δ = λk =
√
Tk(ϕx;x). Hence, we get
∥∥Tk(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ ≤ ‖f ‖∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞ + ω(f ,λk) +ω(f ,λk)∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞
≤ K{∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞ +ω(f ,λk) +ω(f ,λk)∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞},
where K =max{‖f ‖, }. Now replacing Tk(·;x) by n+
∑n
k=Tk(·;x) = Ln(·;x)
∥∥Ln(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ ≤ K{∥∥Ln(;x) – ∥∥∞ +ω(f ,λk) +ω(f ,λk)∥∥Tk(;x) – ∥∥∞}.
Using the Deﬁnition ., and conditions (i) and (ii), we get the desired result. 
This completes the proof of the theorem.
4 Example and the concluding remark
In the following, we construct an example of a sequence of positive linear operators sat-
isfying the conditions of Theorem . but does not satisfy the conditions of the Korovkin
approximation theorem due to of Boyanov and Veselinov [] and the conditions of Theo-
rem A.







)(n –  + k
k
)
xk( + x)–n–k ,
where ≤ x, y <∞.
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Let Ln : C(I)→ C(I) be deﬁned by
Ln(f ;x) = ( + xn)Vn(f ;x),
where the sequence x = (xn) is deﬁned by (.). Note that this sequence is statistically
















 + x – xe– n
)–n,
we have that the sequence (Ln) satisﬁes the conditions (.), (.), and (.). Hence, by
Theorem ., we have
C(st)- limn→∞
∥∥Ln(f ) – f ∥∥∞ = .
On the other hand, we get Ln(f ; ) = ( + xn)f (), since Vn(f ; ) = f (), and hence
∥∥Ln(f ;x) – f (x)∥∥∞ ≥ ∣∣Ln(f ; ) – f ()∣∣ = xn∣∣f ()∣∣.
We see that (Ln) does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem of Boyanov and Veselinov
as well as of Theorem A, since (xn) is neither convergent nor statistically convergent.
Hence, our Theorem . is stronger than that of Boyanov and Veselinov [] as well as
Theorem A.
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